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The Hindu :_GS 2/IR –Page 11 • NATO, or the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, is 
a military alliance of countries.

• Establishment: It was founded in 1949 with the signing 
of the North Atlantic Treaty, more popularly known as 
the Washington Treaty.

• Aim: To ensure the security and defense of its member 
countries through collective defense.

• Founding Members: The original members of NATO were 
Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, 
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, the 
United Kingdom, and the United States.

• Collective Defense: The cornerstone of NATO is Article 5 
of the North Atlantic Treaty, which states that an armed 
attack against one or more of its members is considered 
an attack against all members.

• Decision-Making: Decisions within NATO are made on 
the basis of consensus among member countries.

NATO now has 32 members across Europe and North 
America, including the UK, US, Canada, France, Germany, 
Italy, Spain and Turkey.
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The Hindu :GS2-Governance(Page -12)    • The Centre has extended the Smart Cities Mission (SCM) 
under the Union Urban Development Ministry till March 
31, 2025.

• Under the SCM, launched in June 2015, 100 cities were 
chosen through a competition to be developed as smart 
cities. The mission envisions developing areas within 
selected cities in the country as model areas based on an 
area development plan, which is expected to have a rub-
off effect on other parts of the city and nearby cities and 
towns.

• More than 8,000 multi-sectoral projects are being 
developed by the 100 cities amounting to around ₹1.6 
lakh crore under the SCM.

• As on July 3, the 100 cities have completed 7,188 
projects (90% of total projects).
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The Hindu: GS 2/Governance-Page 13  the Cabinet Committee on Appointments, which overseas 
various high-level appointments, has two members — the 
Prime Minister and Union Home Minister Amit Shah.
The Cabinet Committee on Accommodation is headed by 
Mr. Shah and senior BJP Ministers Nitin Gadkari, Nirmala 
Sitharaman, Manohar Lal Khattar and Piyush Goyal are 
members. Minister of State in the Prime Minister’s Office 
Jitendra Singh is a special invitee to the panel.
• The crucial Cabinet Committee on Security is headed by 

the Prime Minister and Defence Minister Rajnath Singh, 
Mr. Shah, Ms. Sitharaman and External Affairs Minister S. 
Jaishankar are its members.

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs, the panel that 
takes decisions on allocations and disbursements, is also 
headed by the Prime Minister. Mr. Singh, Mr. Shah, Ms. 
Sitharaman, Mr. Jaishankar, Mr. Gadkari, Agriculture 
Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan and Heavy Industries and 
Steel Minister and JD(S) leader HD Kumaraswamy are its 
members.The Cabinet Committee on Parliamentary Affairs is 
headed by Mr. Singh.
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The Hindu: GS 2/Governance-Page 13  • Lok Sabha Speaker Om Birla has constituted a 
committee to frame rules for “oath-taking and 
affirmation” of MPs, so that any deviations can be 
punished,

• There were several instances of members raising slogans 
while taking oath as MPs

• Oath or affirmation is a constitutional process amd The 
Constitution’s third schedule contains the text of the 
parliamentary oath.
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The Hindu-Art and Culture (GSI)-Page 14
• The 46th session of the UNESCO World Heritage 

Committee, being hosted by India from July 21-31, will 
be held at the Bharat Mandapam in New Delhi.

• The event will be attended by over 2,500 delegates from 
State Parties, advisory bodies, senior diplomats, heritage 
experts, scholars, and researchers from 195 countries, a 
senior official said. 

• The World Heritage Committee has representatives from 
21 State Parties to the World Heritage Convention (1972) 
elected by the General Assembly.

• The current members of the committee, after elections 
in the 24th General Assembly of UNESCO in November 
2023, are Argentina, Belgium, Bulgaria, Greece, India, 
Italy, Jamaica, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Lebanon, 
Mexico, Qatar, Republic of Korea, Rwanda, Saint Vincent 
and the Grenadines, Senegal, Türkiye, Ukraine, Vietnam, 
and Zambia.

• The committee is responsible for the implementation of 
the World Heritage Convention
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Indian Express –Science and Tech (GSIII)-Page 20 Asteroid 99942 Apophis is a near-Earth object (NEO) 
estimated to be about 1,100 feet (335 meters) across.
When it was discovered in 2004, Apophis was identified as 
one of the most hazardous asteroids that could impact 
Earth. But that impact assessment changed after 
astronomers tracked Apophis, and its orbit became better 
determined.
ISRO’s plans for Apophis
ISRO is looking at working in some capacity to study the 
asteroid Apophis when it is 32,000 km away from Earth in 
2029 in order to prepare for planetary defense efforts to 
prevent the asteroid from crashing onto Earth
“It could involve putting an instrument on the JAXA (Japan 
Aerospace Exploration Agency), ESA (European Space 
Agency), and NASA (National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration) joint Apophis asteroid mission,
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Indian Express –Science and Tech (GSIII)-Page 15 • Launched in June 2020, GPAI ("gee-pay") is a 
multistakeholder initiative bringing together leading 
experts from science, industry, civil society, international 
organizations and government that share values to 
bridge the gap between theory and practice on AI by 
supporting cutting-edge research and applied activities 
on AI-related priorities.

• India is a founding member of GPAI, having joined the 
multi-stakeholder initiative on June 15, 2020.
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PIB–Defense (GSIII) • The Technology Development Fund (TDF) scheme is 
encouraging the participation of public/private 
industries, especially start-ups and MSMEs, to create an 
ecosystem aimed at enhancing the capabilities in cutting-
edge technology and promoting ‘Aatmanirbharta’ in 
defence.

• The TDF scheme is a flagship programme of Ministry of 
Defence executed by Defence Research and 
Development Organisation (DRDO) under the 'Make in 
India’ initiative.
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PIB–Defense (GSIII) • The 16th edition of India-Mongolia Joint Military Exercise 
NOMADIC ELEPHANT commenced today, at Foreign 
Training Node, Umroi (Meghalaya). The Exercise is 
scheduled to be conducted from 03rd to 16th July 2024.

• Exercise NOMADIC ELEPHANT is an annual training event 
conducted alternatively in India and Mongolia. Last 
edition was conducted in Mongolia in July 2023.
Exercise NOMADIC ELEPHANT will enable both sides to 
share their best practices in Tactics, Techniques and 
Procedures of conducting joint operations. The exercise 
will also facilitate developing inter-operability, bonhomie 
and camaraderie between the two armies. This will also 
enhance the level of defence cooperation, further 
augmenting bilateral relations between the two friendly 
nations.
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PIB–Health(GSII) • Zika is an Aedes mosquito borne viral disease like 
Dengue and Chikungunya. It is a non-fatal disease. 
However, Zika is associated with microcephaly (reduced 
head size) of babies born to affected pregnant women 
which makes it a major concern.

• India reported first Zika case from Gujarat State in 2016. 
Since then, many other States namely Tamil Nadu, 
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan, Kerala, Maharashtra, Uttar 
Pradesh, Delhi, and Karnataka have reported cases 
subsequently.

• In 2024 (till 2nd July), Maharashtra has reported eight 
cases from Pune (6), Kolhapur (1) and Sangamner (1).

•
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PIB–Health(GSII) • India, as a member elected on a geographic basis (Asia), 
is actively participating in the 86th session of the 
Executive Committee (CCEXEC) of the Codex Alimentarius
Commission (CAC).

• The Codex Alimentarius Commission, an international 
body established by FAO and the World Health 
Organization (WHO), aims to protect consumer health 
and promote fair practices in food trade. The CCEXEC 
plays a critical role in reviewing proposals for new work 
and monitoring the progress of standards development.
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